
SIZE MATTERS
If you are considering gifting a Dutch or French 
oven this year, Alison says the current trend is 
to go big, especially if you’re shopping for a busy 
home cook. “We’re definitely seeing bigger sizes 
in everything – sauté pans, stock pots, frying pans 
– with higher capacity and bigger sizes. Because 
then maybe you can cook for two nights or you 
can cook for tonight and then lunches.”

LONG-LASTING 
QUALITY
The pandemic has put our kitchen tools to 
the test. And we’re finding our cheaper knives 
aren’t cutting it and our bargain non-stick pans 
are decidedly sticky. As Alison says, “If it used 
to fall apart within two years, now it’s falling 
apart within six months and people are really 
dissatisfied with those things. And so what we 
call heirloom-quality cookware is really where 
we’re seeing a massive amount of growth.”

Jenny sees a similar trend: “We are seeing 
people reinvesting in their kitchens.” Specifically 
she sees demand for “good-quality knives, and 
buying that French or Dutch oven that people 
have been sort of holding out for all this time.”

COSY COMFORT
With gifts, cosy comfort is a great mantra this 
year. Alison says, “The reason French ovens 
were so important last year and continue to be 
so important this year is because it brings your 
family together and it gives you that warmth and 
comfort when there’s so much fear and illness and 
so much uncertainty outside of the home.” Among 
the lovely gift ideas here are pieces like pasta pots, 
French and Dutch ovens and large sauté pans. 

Thanks to the pandemic and all those hours we are still spending rustling up 
meals at home, kitchen retailers are seeing demand continue to explode. And 
beyond sheer numbers, they’re also seeing other fascinating shifts.

Alison Fletcher, owner of Toronto-based Cookery says that pre-COVID, a 
typical holiday kitchen gift was often “really pretty, something that is perhaps 
high on aesthetic value and lower on function.” This year, she says weary 
home cooks also want pieces that last and offer practical solutions. “Things 
that save me time, that deliver me better results and that help me deliver that 
many-times-a-day cooking experience.”

We talked to Alison and also to Jenny Otsuka, owner of Zest Kitchen Shop 
in Picton, to get some guidance on gifting for this holiday season. Here are 
some key considerations they shared:

KITCHEN 
CONFIDENTIAL
GIFTS HOME COOKS REALLY WANT THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
From crisp tea towels to fancy Dutch ovens in 
the latest must-have colour, kitchen gifts have 
always been popular during the holidays. This year 
though, that trend has gone into overdrive. 
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ALL-CLAD: Copper Core 10-Piece Set

LE CREUSET: 
Oval French 
Oven in Nutmeg

LODGE: Blacklock
5.5 Quart Dutch Oven
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Continued on page 28

Imagine having a beautiful outdoor space at 
home that you and your loved ones can enjoy and 
feel great about. For over 60 years, we’ve been 
designing & building sustainable 
landscapes that people love - and that keep the 
enjoyment of future generations in mind too. 
Call us today to plan your outdoor space for 2022.
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RESTAURANT-
AT-HOME 
EXPERIENCES
As we’re still having so many meals at home, 
gifts that make those experiences special 
are also wonderful. “We’re seeing people 
improve the quality of their wine glasses 
because they’re having wine at home more 
than at restaurants,” says Alison. Other 
options include specialty cocktail glasses, 
shakers and beautiful coffee and tea pieces. 
Think Le Creuset teapots and mug sets and 
good-quality moka pots.

CHOOSE PIECES 
IN ON-TREND 
COLOURS 
Before you buy, it’s always good to get a 
sense of colour trends. For this holiday 
season, the most popular colours for 
kitchenware continue to be warm and 
earthy shades, says Alison – navy blues, 
deep golds, burgundies, browns and olive 
green. “So we’re not seeing jewel tones, 
we’re seeing warmth.” 

SHOP SMART
Finally, a little extra planning is recommended 
this year as pandemic-related supply issues 
will be a factor. “So if you see something that 
you think might be suitable for somebody, I 
would recommend picking it up,” says Jenny.

And because home cooks have such 
practical needs this year, trying to get 
some hints is a great strategy. As Jenny 
says, “If you can check out the person’s 
kitchen that would be ideal – scope it out 
and see what they could use. And I think 
if the person is able to give you a hint, that 
would be great!”  OH

BETTER TOOLS
From chef’s knives to tea towels, quality 
kitchen tools of all kinds are a great gift 
option right now. Jenny says, “Updating 
a few of those things just makes life 
so much better.” 

As for those chef’s knives that are on 
many wishlists, Jenny recommends taking 
time to consider what the recipient already 
has and talking to a retailer. Often, she says, 
“I like to recommend starting off with a 
nice forged eight-inch chef’s knife, and then 
which brand would depend on what you 
think would be suitable for the person.” 

In this category, other popular gift 
ideas include quality salt and pepper mills, 
splatter-proof aprons and quality linen tea 
towels that can stand the test of time. 

MICROPLANE: EcoGrate Series Zester Grater in Grey

CUISIPRO: Frosted Silicone
Flat Whisk & Silicone Balloon Whisk

NOW DESIGNS: Heirloom Stonewash 
Aprons in Wine, Midnight & Ochre

LE CREUSET: 20 cm Salt & 
Pepper Mills in Artichaut

LE CREUSET: Grand Teapot 
& Classic Mug in Meringue

GROSCHE MILANO: Espresso Maker in Mountain Blue

LINEN WAY: Bilbao Linen 
Tea Towel in Blue/Natural

LITTLEDEER:
The Sprongs,
The Pan Paddle
& The Wok Paddle

WÜSTHOF: Amici &
Classic 8” Chef Knives
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